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MotorOne of the most striking demonstrations of plasticity in the adult human brain follows peripheral injury, such as
amputation. In the primary sensorimotor cortex, arm amputation results in massive local remapping of the
missing hands' cortical territory. However, little is known about the consequences of sensorimotor deprivation
on global brain organisation. Here, we used resting-state fMRI to identify large-scale reorganisation beyond
the primary sensorimotor cortex in arm amputees, compared with two-handed controls. Speciﬁcally, we
characterised changes in functional connectivity between the cortical territory of themissinghand in the primary
sensorimotor cortex (‘missing hand cortex’) and two networks of interest: the sensorimotor network, which is
typically strongly associated with the hand cortex, and the default mode network (DMN), which is normally
dissociated from it. Functional connectivity values between the missing hand cortex and the sensorimotor
network were reduced in amputees, and connectivity was weaker in individuals amputated for longer periods.
Lower levels of functional coupling between the missing hand cortex and the sensorimotor network were also
associated with emerged coupling of this cortexwith the DMN. Our results demonstrate that plasticity following
arm amputation is not restricted to local remapping occurring within the sensorimotor homunculus of the
missing hand but rather produces a cascade of cortical reorganisation at a network-level scale. These ﬁndings
may provide a new framework for understanding how local deprivation following amputation could elicit
complex perceptual experiences of phantom sensations, such as phantom pain.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Introduction
Our brain's ability to reorganise itself throughout life is a key
mechanism that enables adjustment to novel situations, as well as
compensation for injury. Arm amputation is a powerful driver of brain
plasticity, as it combines sensorimotor deprivation with profound
behavioural changes, encompassing both acquisition of compensatory
motor skills and coping with a chronic pain condition (phantom limb
pain which is a common consequence of arm amputation Weeks et al.,
2010). Despite these global consequences on perception and action,
amputation has been primarily used as a model for studying local
plasticity, consequential to focal input loss.
In the primary somatosensory cortex (SI), sensory deprivation leads to
recruitment of the input-deprived cortex by neighbouring cortical repre-
sentations, resulting in massive structural (Florence et al., 1998) and
functional (Pons et al., 1991) areal cortical reorganisation. Most notably,Hospital, Oxford OX3 9DU, UK.
in).
. This is an open access article understudies in monkeys show remapping of the somatosensory homunculus,
such that the area originally devoted to the missing hand (here after
‘missing hand cortex’) now becomes responsive to inputs applied to the
monkey's lower face (Florence et al., 1998; Jain et al., 2008; Pons et al.,
1991). As in animal research, human research in amputees has largely fo-
cused on plasticity in the primary sensorimotor cortex of the hemisphere
contralateral to the amputation. The remapping of the lower face repre-
sentation, associated with sensory deprivation, has widely been consid-
ered to reﬂect maladaptive plasticity, as it has been shown to correlate
with phantom limb pain (Flor et al., 1995, 2006; Lotze et al., 2001). Yet,
the mechanisms linking local remapping with complex phenomenology
such as chronic phantom pain, as well as other sensations arising from
the “phantom hand” are still largely unknown.
Since the primary sensorimotor areas are interconnected with
higher-order sensorimotor areas (e.g. premotor cortex, Brodmann
area 6 (Yeo et al., 2011)), as well as with association cortex (e.g., the
superior parietal lobe (Markov et al., 2013; Rizzolatti and Matelli,
2003)), local reorganisation is likely to cascade changes in connectivity
both within and beyond the sensorimotor system. Indeed, visualthe CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
218 T.R. Makin et al. / NeuroImage 114 (2015) 217–225information of the hand is integral formotor processing during action in
the healthy brain (Makin et al., 2014). We have previously shown that
amputation of the hand leads to shifts in visuospatial perception
(Makin et al., 2010), aswell reductions in visuomotor object affordances
(Wilf et al., 2013), demonstrating functional consequences to amputa-
tion that had not been considered before and that may result from
reorganisation beyond the sensorimotor cortex.
An increasingly popular approach to studying long-range interac-
tions in both healthy (Smith et al., 2009, 2012; Yeo et al., 2011) and
clinical populations (Collignon et al., 2013; Napadow et al., 2010;
Rocca et al., 2014) is by measuring resting state functional connectivity.
Functional connectivity is a measure of spatiotemporal synchrony of
fMRI Blood-Oxygenation-Level-Dependent (BOLD) signal between ana-
tomically distinct brain regions (Friston et al., 1993), and it represents
the degree of functional de/coupling between dissociated brain areas.
While participants are at rest, spontaneous ﬂuctuations in the BOLD
signal can be used to infer functional connectivity between intrinsically
correlated brain regions (Biswal et al., 1995). Since functional networks
have distinct temporal characteristics, separate networks can be identi-
ﬁed from a single time-series of resting fMRI data (Beckmann et al.,
2005). Moreover, unlike other functional methods that utilise sensorimo-
tor tasks to characterise activation in the deprived cortex, the resting state
approach avoids potential confounds of compensatory activation and
therefore allows a new exploration of the consequences of amputation.
We have recently shown that amputees suffering from chronic
phantom pain show maintained function and structure in the missing
hand cortex, as well as reduced functional connectivity between the
two hand areas as measured using resting-state fMRI (Makin et al.,
2013b). We speculated that this reduced connectivity between the
hand areas reﬂected functional isolation of the phantom cortex from
the sensorimotor system. Here, we take this idea further by exploring
global network-level changes in functional connectivity within and
beyond the sensorimotor system following amputation in adults,
using resting state functional connectivity.
Since phantom sensations are manifested in an incorporeal body-
part, they can be regarded as internal modes of sensation (i.e. mostly
decoupled from events in the external environment). We therefore
predicted that themissing hand cortex,which is engagedwith phantom
sensations, should becomedissociated from its original network (senso-
rimotor), and associated with other brain networks that are involved
with the representation of internalised sensations. In particular, the
default mode network (DMN) is usually not active while participants
are engaged with their environment, but is rather activated by internalTable 1
Demographic and clinical details of the amputees, and individual imaging values.
Age Age at amp. Amp. level Side/dominant Phantom sensation Mag./
A01 43 38 4 L/R 10/10
A02 42 22 4 R/L 1.74/5
A03 21 18 4 R/L 8/9
A04 46 37 2 L/R 3/2
A05 48 20 1 R/R 10/7
A06 58 11 2 R/R 1.2/6
A07 31 2 2 L/R 0/0
A08 54 20 5 L/L 10/10
A09 47 45 2 L/L 9/9
A10 60 34 2 R/R 8/6
A11 51 35 4 L/R 5/2
A12 47 19 2 L/R 4.5/6
A13 57 48 4 R/L 3.5/7
A14 56 40 2 L/R 8/10
A15 22 18 5 L/R 10/10
A16 43 33 4 L/R 2.67/4
A17 50 28 4 L/R 5/2
A18 52 45 4 L/R 1.33/0
Amp. = amputation; amputation levels: 1 = wrist, 2 = below elbow, 3 = through elbow, 4
dominance prior to amputation (based on self report) — L = left, R = right; Mag. = magnitud
nerve injury; * indicates potential partial spinal damage; FC = functional connectivity with themodes of sensation (Buckner et al., 2008). The aim of the present study
was therefore to characterise large scale intra-network (within the sen-
sorimotor network) and inter-network (between the sensorimotor net-
work and the DMN) plasticity following arm amputation, and its
relationship with phenomenology of phantom limb sensations.
Methods
Participants
18 individuals with acquired unilateral upper limb amputation
(mean age ± s.e.m. = 46 ± 3, 6 with absent right hand, see Table 1)
were recruited through the Oxford Centre for Enablement and Opcare.
22 healthy controls, matched for handedness (7 left-hand dominant),
age (41± 3) and educationwere also recruited (see Table S1). Handed-
ness was deﬁned in the amputees based on the hand currently used for
lateralised tasks, such as writing (i.e. the intact hand), regardless of
handedness prior to the injury. Note that the average time since
amputation for the subset of 5 amputees who lost their dominant
hand (and were therefore forced to rely on their originally non-
dominant hand)was 27 years (Table 1). Procedures were in accordance
with NHS national research ethics service approval (10/H0707/29), and
written informed consent was obtained. The participants were studied
intensively using a range of neuroimaging and behavioural tests
and some of these data have been used to address distinct questions
previously (Makin et al., 2013a, 2013b). Data from one control were
discarded from the resting state analyses, due to excessive head move-
ments (N3 mm).
Phantom sensation rating
Amputees rated the frequencies of phantom/stump pain and non-
painful phantom sensations, as experienced within the last year, as
well as intensity of worst pain experienced during the last week (or in
a typical week involving phantom/stump sensations). ‘Pain magnitude’
was calculated by dividing pain intensity (0: ‘no pain’—10: ‘worst pain
imaginable’) by frequency (1—‘all the time’, 2 —‘daily’, 3—‘weekly’,
4—‘several times permonth’ and 5—‘once or less permonth’). Thismea-
sure therefore reﬂects the chronic aspect of the pain as it combines both
frequency and intensity, as used previously (Draganski et al., 2006;
Makin et al., 2013b). An analogous measure was obtained for vividness
of non-painful phantom sensations. Ratings of ‘averaged phantom pain’
(as experienced in the lastweek, or in a typicalweek involving phantomscan Phantom pain Mag./scan Cause of amp FC with SMN FC with DMN
7/8 Trauma 9.21 4.15
2.5/0 Nerve I* 9.22 −.31
3.33/0 Trauma 12.55 .29
2/0 Nerve I* 10.97 −.42
4.5/1 Trauma 6.68 .37
1.75/0 Trauma 6.56 2.40
0/0 Trauma 6.99 1.66
4/4 Trauma 7.17 1.48
8/4 Tumour 15.59 .22
1/0 Trauma 9.03 -.27
1.75/1 Infection 7.29 2.66
4.5/4 Trauma* 5.66 3.28
1.5/6 Infection 7.15 2.33
1.75/0 Trauma 9.93 1.02
1/0 Trauma 8.19 −1.30
2.33/0 Trauma 7.70 .23
3/0 Trauma 9.47 2.50
0/0 Trauma 13.07 .22
= above elbow, 5 = through shoulder; side = side of amputation; dominant = hand
e; scan = score of pain intensity/phantom sensation vividness on scanning day; nerve I =
missing hand cortex; SMN= sensorimotor network; DMN= default mode network.
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tom pain/sensation’) were also obtained before the scanning session,
using the 0–10 pain scale described above.
Scanning procedures
TheMRImeasurements were obtained using a 3 Tesla Verio scanner
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. Anatomical
data was acquired using a T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid
acquisition gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE) with the parameters:
TR= 2040ms; TE= 4.7 ms; ﬂip angle = 8°, voxel size= 1mm isotro-
pic resolution. Functional data based on the BOLD signal were acquired
using a multiple gradient echo-planar T2*-weighted pulse sequence,
with the parameters: TR = 2410 ms, TE = 30 ms, ﬂip angle = 90°,
imaging matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = 192 mm axial slices. 44 slices with
slice thickness of 3 mm and no gap were oriented in the oblique axial
plane, covering the whole cortex, with partial coverage of the cerebel-
lum. A total of 128 volumes were collected, during which participants
were asked to lie still in a dimmed room with their eyes open. They
were explicitly asked not to move any body-parts.
Preprocessing
All imagingdatawereprocessedusingFSL5.1 (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).
Since our amputee group consisted of both left and right hand amputees,
the hemispheres were standardised based on laterality with respect to
the missing hand (Bogdanov et al., 2012; Diers et al., 2010; Foell et al.,
2013; Lotze et al., 2001;MacIver et al., 2008; Rafﬁn et al., 2012). This proce-
dure is regularly exercised in functional connectivity studies involving
lateralised populations (e.g. (Douaud et al., 2011; Park et al., 2011)). Data
collected for individualswith absent right hands (6 amputees), were there-
fore mirror reversed across the mid-sagittal plane prior to all analyses so
that the hemisphere corresponding to the missing hand was consistently
aligned. To ensure that the reversal procedure didn't introduce any biases
across the two groups, data collected for left-hand dominant controls
(n = 7), consisting of the same proportion as right-hand amputees (33%),
was alsomirror reversed, in order to account for potential biases stemming
from this procedure. See the Supplementary section for further analysis ad-
dressing the potential confound of network asymmetry.
Functional data was analysed using FMRIB's expert analysis tool
(FEAT, version 5.98). The following pre-statistics processing was
applied to each individual run: a) motion correction using FMRIB's
Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT); absolute head motion
parameters were compared between groups, with no signiﬁcant differ-
ences (p N 0.34); b) brain-extraction using BET; c)mean-based intensity
normalization; d) high pass temporal ﬁltering of 150 s (0.007 Hz);
e) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm FWHM (full
width at half maximum). No low-pass ﬁltering was applied, in accor-
dance with recent reports showing that resting state networks show
temporal coherences across a wide frequency spectrum, suggesting
a broadband process (Niazy et al., 2011). Time-series statistical anal-
ysis was carried out using FILM (FMRIB's Improved Linear Model)
with local autocorrelation correction. Functional data was aligned
to structural images (within-subject) initially using linear registra-
tion (FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool, FLIRT), then optimized
using Boundary-Based Registration (Greve and Fischl, 2009), as
implemented in FEAT. Structural images were transformed to
standard MNI space using a non-linear registration tool (FNIRT), and
the resulting warp ﬁelds applied to the functional statistical summary
images.
Independent component analysis
Datawere further analysed usingMELODIC (Multivariate Explorato-
ry LinearOptimizedDecomposition into Independent Components, part
of FSL http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/melodic/). Individual scanswere temporally concatenated across both groups to create a single
4D dataset. Preliminary independent component analysis (ICA) using
Bayesian dimensionality estimation resulted in 16 independent com-
ponents which didn't capture the full set of canonical networks as
previously reported (Beckmann et al., 2005). To allow a comparable
analysis to previous and future studies, we increased the dimensionality
to 25 components (as previously implemented by Filippini et al., 2009,
2012). Each of the resulting components was compared with a set of
previously deﬁned maps (Filippini et al., 2009) using whole-brain
spatial correlation to identify the 8 canonical networks (Beckmann
et al., 2005).
For presentation purposes, statistical parametric activation maps
showing each of the networks were projected on an averaged inﬂated
surface of a cortex, using Connectome Workbench (http://www.
humanconnectome.org/software/connectome-workbench.html).
Whole brain analysis of functional connectivity
A voxel-based general linearmodel (GLM)was carried out as imple-
mented in FSL. To compute voxel-based functional connectivity maps in
individual participantswith the group ICA-based resting state networks,
we used the dual regression approach (Filippini et al., 2009): The main
regressor of interest was the averaged time course underlying the IC of
interest, with individual voxels weighted based on their contribution to
the group IC. The weighted time-courses of all other ICs were also
calculated within each individual participant, using the same
procedure, and included as regressors of no interest, in a voxel-wise
ﬁrst-level GLM. The output values of this analysis are voxel-wise beta
values, representing the strength of connectivity of this voxel to the
components of interest, after accounting for partial contribution of all
other ICs. This analysis was repeated twice for each participant, to iden-
tify the strength of connectivity between individual voxels and the two
group components of interest (sensorimotor, Figs. 1A–B;DMN, Figs. 2A–
B). In addition, a similar analysis was further carried to explore changes
in connectivity with the pain-related insular-operculum network
(Fig. S1A), as well as a control component (executive-control, Fig. S2A).
Since our study was designed to address changes in connectivity
speciﬁcally relating to the territory of the missing hand, we focused on
a region of interest (ROI) analysis. To identify further regions where
the networks of interest differed in their strength across groups,
whole-brain group comparisons were also performed for each of the
two networks of interest, using permutation test (as applied in FSL's
randomise) and threshold-free cluster estimate.
ROI analysis of functional connectivity
Individual time-series from the ‘missing’ hand area (or the nondom-
inant handarea in controls)were extracted using a groupROI,whichwe
previously used to characterise the “deprived cortex” (as fully described
in Makin et al., 2013a, 2013b). In brief, this ROI was based on the
averaged activation for the same populations of amputees and controls,
during a task-based block-design fMRI scan. During this scan, partici-
pants were requested to perform simple hand movements with each
of their hands (including the phantom hand for amputees, see Makin
et al., 2013b for full details). Activation resulting from each of the
hand conditions was contrasted with activation during bilateral feet
movements. Activation maps were ﬂipped on the horizontal plane for
amputees with a missing right hand and control participants who
were left-hand dominant. The resulting contrast maps were averaged
across amputees and controls, such that the phantom-hand selective
maps were averaged with controls' nondominant hand maps, and
amputees' intact hand selective maps were averaged with controls
dominant hand maps. The resulting group map was thresholded at
Z N 7. The resulting clusters centred on the anatomical hand knob of
the central sulcus contralateral to the missing/nondominant hand and
the intact/dominant hand were used as group ROIs.
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Fig. 1.Decreased functional connectivity between themissing hand ROI and the sensorimotor network in amputees. (A) The ICA component corresponding to the sensorimotor network.
The thresholded network (red to yellow clusters) and themissing hand region of interest (ROI) (black outline, z N 7) are projected on a cortical surface of an averaged brain. (B) The same
network is overlaid on a standard MNI template brain, shown in sagittal, coronal, and axial views (left to right). (C) Mean voxel-wise connectivity values between the missing hand ROI
and the sensorimotor network in amputees (amp, red) and controls (ctr, purple). The error bars show s.e.m. in the two groups. (D)Within the amputee group, connectivity strength be-
tween the missing hand ROI and sensorimotor network was associated with time since amputation. Intact/dominant hand hemisphere is the hemisphere contralateral to the intact hand
in amputees and dominant hand in controls. Missing/nondominant hand hemisphere is the hemisphere contralateral to themissing hand in amputees and the dominant hand in controls.
The regression line is plotted for visualisation purposes only, as it doesn't denote the ranked correlation between the two measurements that was used for statistical inference.
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shown as a black contour in Figs. 1A and 2A, therefore reﬂects the
estimated cortical territory of the missing hand in amputees (and theintact/dominant 
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DMN), as well as two additional control networks (insular-operculum
network, Fig. S1 and executive control network, Fig. S2). An intact
handROI, based on intact/dominant handmovements in the twogroups
(Makin et al., 2013b) was used for control purposes. For each partici-
pant, data was extracted from each of the ROIs and beta values were av-
eraged across voxels within each ROI. The resulting measurement
reﬂects the level of connectivity between the ROI and the network of
interest.
Statistical comparisons of ROI analysis
Between-group and repeated measure effects (between the hemi-
spheres contralateral and ipsilateral to the missing hand) were
statistically compared initially using mixed model ANOVAs. The main
parameters were: ROI (intact, missing); network (sensorimotor, DMN);
and group (amputees, controls). In accordance with the best statistical
practice (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011), a 3-way ANOVA was initially con-
ducted. Signiﬁcant interactions were subsequently interpreted using
2-way ANOVAs. Effect sources, as driven by our research question,
were ﬁnally interrogated using two orthogonal planned comparisons.
Speciﬁcally, the prediction that connectivity between the missing
hand ROI and between the two networks of interest is altered in ampu-
tees was tested using (uncorrected) independent-samples 2-tailed
tests. Comparisons against zero, used to further interpret the planned
comparison relating to connectivity with the DMN, were carried
out using a 2-tailed one-sample t-test. Correlations were evaluated
using a 2-tailed Spearman test, which is less susceptible to exagger-
ated effects due to outliers. To test whether these correlations were
stronger in amputees versus controls we transformed the rho values
to z values using Fisher's transformation and compared their strength
using a 1-tailed test. Statistical analysis was carried with SPSS
version 18.
Seed analysis
To calculate seed voxel-based functional connectivity maps, individ-
ual time-series were extracted from the missing hand group ROI. The
ROI was transformed to individual space, and used as an individualised
‘seed’ to model the activation time-course in a ﬁrst level FEAT analysis.
In addition, to account for potential contributions of physiological
noise, time-series extracted from groupwhitematter and cerebrospinal
ﬂuid masks were used as nuisance regressors, along with head motion
parameters.
Group level analysis of spatial maps was carried out using FMRIB's
Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME). The cross-subject general
linear model (GLM) included the two groups. Z (Gaussianised TF)
statistic images were thresholded using clusters determined by
Z N 2 and a family-wise-error corrected cluster signiﬁcance threshold
of p b 0.05 was applied to the suprathreshold clusters. For presenta-
tion purposes, statistical parametric activation maps were projected
on an averaged inﬂated surface cortex, using Connectome Work-
bench (http://www.humanconnectome.org/software/connectome-
workbench.html).
To investigate the direction of connectivity changes underlying
these group level seed-based functional connectivity maps, we calculat-
ed the average beta values underlying the (unthresholded) connectivity
maps in individual participants. We took an analogous approach to that
used in the dual regression analysis: The beta values in each voxel in
each individual participant's seed-based functional connectivity map,
representing the strength of connectivity between this voxel and
the missing/nondominant hand ROI, were weighted based on their
corresponding z statistics in the unthresholded group contrast map
and then averaged for each participant. The resulting average therefore
indicates the level of connectivity between the seed area and the group
map in each individual.Correlations with clinical and demographic details
In order to estimate the relationship between functional connectivi-
ty and clinical details relating to the amputation, we ﬁrst ran a series of
bivariate correlations between subject-speciﬁc connectivity levels (be-
tween the missing hand ROI and the two networks of interest, as well
as the insular-operculum network) and the clinical ratings, using a
spearman rho test. Results relating to each network were corrected for
multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni approach (see Table S2)
for 8 comparisons, based on the following variables: (a) Phantom
sensation magnitude (a measurement of chronic non-painful phantom
sensations, taking under consideration both intensity and frequency);
(b) nonpainful phantom sensations vividness, as experienced during
the scanning session; (c) phantom pain magnitude (homologous
to phantom sensation magnitude); (d) phantom pain intensity, as
experienced during the scanning session. (e) Averaged phantom pain
intensity, during the course of a typical week; (f) stump pain magni-
tude; (g) time since amputation; (h) amputation level. We also tested
for a correlation between connectivity levels and the spectral power
underlying the missing hand ROI. We next inserted all the clinical
variables that are suitable for parametric testing (i.e. normally distribut-
ed, as determined by the Shapiro–Wilk test) as independent variables
in a backward linear regression model. These parameters were:
(a) Phantom sensation magnitude; (b) nonpainful phantom sensations
vividness; (c) phantompainmagnitude; (d) averaged phantompain in-
tensity; (d) time since amputation. For the DMN, connectivity between
the missing hand cortex and the sensorimotor network was also
included. The dependent variable was strength of connectivity of either
the DMN or the sensorimotor network with the missing hand ROI.
Results
Inter-network plasticity, dual regression analysis
To examine how sensory deprivation following arm amputation
affects large scale functional architecture, we applied an ICA to
resting-state scans (Beckmann et al., 2005). This approach has been
shown to capture a large repertoire of functional networks utilised by
the brain in action (Smith et al., 2009). Of 8 components, corresponding
to the canonical functional networks (Beckmann et al., 2005), we were
interested in studying connectivity differences in the sensorimotor
network (Figs. 1A–B), which spatially overlaps with the hand ROIs;
and the DMN (Figs. 2A–B), spanning the paracingulate gyrus; posterior
cingulate; precuneus; and the angular gyrus (Greicius et al., 2003;
Raichle et al., 2001). A dual regression approach was carried out to
estimate the level of voxel-wise connectivitywithin each of the bilateral
hand ROIs to each of the networks of interest, while regressing out
partial contributions resulting from all other ICA components. This
approach was designed to regress out any common sources of variance
to provide a measure of the unique temporal relationship between the
target voxels (hand ROIs) and the functional network of interest
(Filippini et al., 2009). The voxel-wise beta values resulting from
this analysis were extracted from two main ROIs for each individual
participant, as a measurement of connectivity strength between each
of the ROIs and each of the networks of interest. When conducting a
whole-brain contrast, no group differences were observed in the two
networks of interest, suggesting that the networksmay not be different
between the two groups.
We hypothesised that amputation should induce speciﬁc effects on
the missing hand cortex (but not the intact hand cortex), and that the
direction of these effects should vary between networks. To test this
prediction, we conducted a series of mixed-model ANOVAs, using the
parameters: ROI (intact andmissing hand areas); network (sensorimo-
tor and DMN); and, group (amputees and controls). This approach
revealed a signiﬁcant 3-way interaction (F(1,37) = 6.54, p = 0.015),
supporting our prediction that connectivity to the missing hand
222 T.R. Makin et al. / NeuroImage 114 (2015) 217–225territory is changed differently across hemispheres and networks in
amputees, compared with controls.
To determine whether the interaction was driven by changed
connectivity with respect to the missing hand, and not the intact
hand, the analysis was followed up using separate ANOVAs for each
hand ROI, using the parameters: network (sensorimotor, DMN) and
group (amputees, controls). As predicted, a signiﬁcant interaction
between group and network was found for the missing hand ROI
(F(1,37) = 8.41, p = 0.006), but not for the intact hand ROI (F(1,37) =
0.04, p = 0.836). Together, these analyses suggest that functional
coupling patterns in the missing hand ROI vary between groups and
networks, speciﬁcally.
Further analyses focused on functional connectivity levelswithin the
missing hand ROI for each of the networks of interest, using two
between-group planned comparisons. This was carried out in order to
verify that amputation results in different connectivity levels between
the missing hand ROI and each of the networks of interest, and to
identify the direction of connectivity changes between groups. For the
sensorimotor network, we identiﬁed signiﬁcantly decreased connectiv-
ity in amputees compared with controls (t(37) = −2.05, p = 0.048;
Fig. 1C). This means that connectivity is reduced between the missing
hand ROI and its typical network of origin (sensorimotor) in amputees.
By contrast, for the DMN, connectivity was signiﬁcantly greater in
amputees than in controls (t(37) = 2.18, p = 0.035, Fig. 2C). While
in controls the missing hand ROI was decoupled from the DMN
(i.e., connectivity value is close to zero, Fig. 2C), in the amputee group
the connectivity between the missing hand ROI and the DMN was
signiﬁcantly greater than zero (t(17) = 3.26, p = 0.005). This means
that connectivity is increased between the missing hand ROI and
the (typically dissociated) DMN in amputees. Importantly, within the
amputee group, connectivity levels between the missing hand ROI
and the DMN were negatively correlated with connectivity with the
sensorimotor network: participants showing greater decoupling
between the missing hand cortex and the sensorimotor network also
showed increased coupling with the DMN (ρ(16) = −0.488, p =
0.040; Fig. 2D).
Control analyses
To ensure that these effects (and the decoupling from the sensori-
motor network in particular) were not caused by reduced overall levels
of activity in the missing hand cortex (i.e. a change in signal-to-noise
ratio; SNR), differences in power in the band 0.01–0.25 Hz between
the missing hand's ROI and the intact hand's ROI in amputees and
controls were also examined. No signiﬁcant interaction was identiﬁed
between hemisphere and group (F(1,37) = 2.61, p = 0.115). This sug-
gests that changes in SNR do not underlie the changes in connectivity
documented here (see also Table S2).
To conﬁrm that the observed association between intra-network
decoupling and inter-network coupling was speciﬁcally associated
with amputation, this phenomena was also assessed in the control
group and the control ROI. This correlation was not observed in the
controls (ρ(19) for controls = 0.274, p = 0.274; Fisher's r-to-z controls
vs amputees = −2.33, p = 0.01), or in the ipsilateral hand area in
amputees (ρ(16) =−0.15; p = 0.55). These control tests support the
notion that the observed inter-network plasticity was uniquely associ-
ated with the amputees' missing hand cortex. See the Supplementary
section for further analysis addressing the potential confound of
network asymmetries.
Speciﬁcity of the DMN
The results described above provide information about the coupling
of the missing hand cortex with the entire DMN, based on an averaged
signal. To further interrogate the relationship between themissing hand
cortex and theDMNwe performed a seed-based analysis. This approach
is based on calculating the temporal synchronicity in resting fMRI time
course between the missing hand cortex (‘seed’) and all other voxels inthe brain (Biswal et al., 1995). Unlike the dual regression approach de-
scribed above, which provides information about the unique
contribution of a speciﬁc network beyond partial contributions of
other networks, the seed signal likely contains many overlapping
individual signal components that we cannot dissociate. Nevertheless,
it provides an opportunity to validate and extend the main results
obtained using the dual regression, as it allows us to identify which
speciﬁc loci might underlie the observed increased coupling between
the missing hand ROI and the DMN.
When comparing connectivity maps between amputees and
controls, signiﬁcantly greater connectivity was found for amputees in
the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex extending to the anterior cingulate
cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex bilaterally, aswell as the dorsolat-
eral frontal cortex and the angular gyrus ipsilateral to the seed region
(Fig. 3, Table 2). These seed-based clusters partially overlapped with
the DMN component identiﬁed in the ICA, as shown in Fig. 2A. When
performing the opposite contrast (controls N amputees), no signiﬁcant
clusters were found.
To test which of the 8 canonical resting-state networks (identiﬁed
using the ICA, see above) was most similar to the seed-based clusters
shown in Fig. 3 (i.e. the results of the group contrastmap for themissing
hand seed analysis, hereafter seed-basedmap),we estimated the spatial
overlap between them using whole-brain cross correlation. We used a
‘winner takes all’ approach to identify which of the 8 canonical
networks represents best the (unthresholded) seed-based map. No
further statistical inferences were made based on the spatial r-values,
due to concerns of data over-ﬁtting. The DMN showed the highest over-
lap with the seed-based map (r(212,287) = 0.28), suggesting greatest
overlap between the seed-based map and the DMN.
The seed-based map reported in Fig. 3 could be driven by a net
reduction in connectivity in the control group, or by increased connec-
tivity between the amputees' missing hand ROI and the highlighted
areas. To investigate the direction of connectivity changes underlying
the seed-based maps, we calculated the level of connectivity between
the voxels underlying the seed-based map and the missing hand ROI
in individual participants (see Methods). While the control group
showed on average no connectivity between the hand seed and the
seed-based map (mean ± s.e.m. = 0.01 ± 0.01; t(20) = 1, p = 0.33
against zero), the amputee group showed signiﬁcant positive betas
(mean ± s.e.m. = 0.11 ± 0.01; t(17) = 9.5, p b 0.001 against zero).
This analysis shows us that functional connectivity between themissing
hand seed ROI and the seed-based map was positive in the amputees.
This increased coupling between themissing hand ROI and the set of re-
gions shown in Fig. 3 in the amputees but not the controls is compatible
with that observed in the DMN dual regression analysis (i.e. increased
connectivity between the DMN and the missing hand ROI in amputees
but not controls, see Fig. 2C).
Finally, to determine whether the increased connectivity of the
cortical territory of themissing hand is speciﬁc to theDMN,we repeated
the same analysis as described in Fig. 2 with two control ICA compo-
nents. First, we examined a component encompassing the insula and
operculum (as shown in Fig. S1A), which have been shown to alter in
connectivity in chronic pain patients (Baliki et al., 2014; Kim et al.,
2013; Napadow et al., 2010). We didn't identify any signiﬁcant group
differences in connectivity between the missing hand cortex and the
insular-operculum network (t(37) = −0.722, p = 0.475; Fig. S1B).
However, we did ﬁnd a signiﬁcant positive correlation between
strength of coupling between the hand area and the sensorimotor net-
work in amputees, and strength of coupling between the hand area
and the insula-operculum network (ρ(16) = −0.547, p = 0.019;
Fig. S1C). This indicates that individuals showing stronger connectivity
between the missing hand cortex and its network of origin also show
greater coupling with the insula and/or operculum. This contrasts
with the DMN, for which stronger coupling between the missing hand
cortex and sensorimotor cortex was associated with weaker coupling
between missing hand cortex and DMN.
Amputees>Controls
intact/dominant  
hand hemisphere
missing/nondominant 
hand hemisphere
2
4
Z
Fig. 3. Areas showing increased connectivity with the missing hand cortex in amputees, based on a seed-analysis. Whole brain contrast between amputees and controls of connectivity
maps with the missing hand seed ROI. Signiﬁcant clusters are projected on an averaged cortical surface. The black contours visible on the cortical surface (top right) denote the borders
of themissing hand cortex (Z N 7). Intact/dominant handhemisphere is the hemisphere contralateral to the intact hand in amputees and dominant hand in controls. Missing/nondominant
hand hemisphere is the hemisphere contralateral to the missing hand in amputees and the dominant hand in controls.
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control network (Pievani et al., 2014; Seeley et al., 2007). This compo-
nent encompassed brain regions including the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, medial frontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, supramarginal
gyrus and precuneus cortex, as shown in Fig. S2A. It was chosen since
it showed the 2nd highest overlap with the unthresholded map of
areas with stronger connectivity to the missing hand area in amputees
versus controls (seed-based map in Fig. 3; r(212,287) = 0.20). The execu-
tive control networkwas found to not be connected to the sensorimotor
hand area, both in controls (nondominant hand ROI, mean beta ±
s.e.m. = −0.02 ± 0.25) and in amputees (missing hand ROI, mean
beta± s.e.m.=0.04±0.23), resulting in a non-signiﬁcant group differ-
ence (p N 0.85). Furthermore, no signiﬁcant correlationwas identiﬁed in
amputees between connectivity of the hand ROI to the executive control
network and to the sensorimotor network (ρ(16)=−0.253; p=0.311).
These results further conﬁrm that inter-network plasticity of the senso-
rimotor network is speciﬁc to the DMN.Table 2
Summary of functional location, Z values and peak voxel location (MNI coordinates) for
areas showing increased connectivity with the missing hand cortex in amputees,
compared with controls, as shown in Fig. 3.
Z x y z
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(missing-ipsilateral hemisphere)
3.68 −4 58 32
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (missing-contralateral cortex) 3.54 2 40 40
Anterior cingulate cortex (missing-contralateral cortex) 3.77 6 48 22
Dorsolateral frontal cortex (missing-contralateral cortex) 3.34 22 18 44
Posterior cingulate cortex (missing-contralateral cortex) 3.62 4 −24 38
Angular gyrusa (missing-contralateral cortex) 2.74 44 −54 56
Missing-contralateral refers to the hemisphere contralateral to the missing hand
(amputees) or nondominant hand (controls). Missing-ipsilateral refers to the hemisphere
ipsilateral to the missing hand (amputees) or nondominant hand (controls).
a The cluster on the angular gyrus is not visible on the inﬂated map as it was located
very close to the brain edge.Network-level plasticity and inter-individual clinical variability
Wenext examinedwhether inter-individual changes in connectivity
strength between the missing hand territory and the two networks
could be explained by clinical variables relating to the amputation. In
particular, we were interested in identifying the potential roles of time
since amputation, phantom sensations and pain in determining the
dissociation from the sensorimotor system and the association to the
DMN. Table S2 provides information on bivariate Spearman correlations
between 8 different clinical variables (as well as spectral power within
the missing hand ROI) and functional connectivity to each of the two
networks of interest, as well as the insular-operculum network. We
found a signiﬁcant negative correlation between connectivity strength
(between the missing hand ROI and the sensorimotor network) and
time since amputation: individuals amputated for longer periods also
showed reduced coupling between the missing hand cortex and the
sensorimotor network (ρ(16) = −0.72, p = 0.001, adjusted p =
0.008; Fig. 1D). No signiﬁcant bivariate correlations (after correction
formultiple comparisons)were found for the DMN (see Supplementary
section for a discussion about the potential role of ongoing phantom
pain in driving connectivity with the DMN) or the insular-operculum
network.
To determine how these clinical variables may interact with each
other in order to drive changes in functional connectivity in the
amputees, we also used a backward elimination linear regression (see
Methods). For the sensorimotor network, the ﬁnal model included
time since amputation as a single independent variable (R2 = 0.41,
F(1,16) = 11.25, p = .004.; adjusted R2 = 0.38). For the DMN, the most
parsimoniousmodel relied on functional connectivity between the sen-
sorimotor network and the missing hand cortex, and phantom pain
magnitude (which takes into account both phantom pain intensity
and frequency, reﬂecting a chronic measurement of phantom pain, see
Makin et al., 2013b) as independent variables (R2 = 0.34, F(2,15) =
3.89, p = 0.044.; adjusted R2 = 0.254). These results suggest that the
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since amputation, whereas coupling with the DMN depends on both
dissociation from the network of origin and increased phantom pain,
although the contribution of phantom pain to the ﬁnal model was
only marginally signiﬁcant (t = 2.00, p = 0.064), and should therefore
be interpreted with caution.
Discussion
The use of resting-state functional connectivity enabled us to examine
the interplay between the missing hand cortex and multiple networks
with dissociated functional roles across the entire brain, simultaneously.
Our results show large-scale reorganisation of the missing hand's cortex
beyond the sensorimotor system. Speciﬁcally, over the course of years,
the missing hand cortex gradually becomes functionally decoupled
from the sensorimotor network (Fig. 1). This process is associated with
increasing functional coupling with medial prefrontal and parietal areas,
best characterised as the default mode network (DMN) (Figs. 2 and 3),
from which the primary sensorimotor cortex is normally uncoupled
(Hale et al., 2010) (also shown in controls in Fig. 2C). Our approach there-
fore allowedus to identify large-scale changes in the brain followinghand
amputation, beyond the scope that has been studied before using electro-
physiology, or task-based functional imaging.
What processes might be driving the observed reduction in func-
tional connectivity between the missing hand cortex and its network
of origin? Arm amputation results in immediate deprivation of major
inputs and outputs to the primary somatosensory and motor cortices.
This will lead to unmasking of silenced inputs, as well as remodelling
of dendritic and axonal sprouting, both locally (e.g. within the synaptic
gap), and more globally (Barnes and Finnerty, 2010). Reduced inputs
could therefore potentially trigger some of the observed decoupling
with the sensorimotor network, at least at a short time-scale (Merabet
et al., 2008) (see Pawela et al., 2010 for related ﬁndings in rats). Howev-
er, given that the decoupling increased over the years, other mecha-
nisms should be considered. Second, we have previously shown that
the missing hand cortex supports adaptive behaviour of the intact
hand in amputees (Makin et al., 2013a). This rebalancing of inputs
might affect overall signal ﬂuctuations as observed during rest, leading
to changes in net functional connectivity. Indeed, we recently showed
that levels of functional connectivity between the two hand areas in in-
dividuals with congenital hand loss scale with compensatory every-day
usage of their residual armduring bimanual tasks (Hahamy et al., 2015).
However, given that the level of connectivity studied here is determined
based on a global (averaged) signal of the sensorimotor system, and
given that at least some of the adaptive changes might be associated
with up-regulation of neighbouring or homologous sensorimotor in-
puts, adaptive changes might not necessarily drive decoupling from
the sensorimotor network (see also Yu et al., 2013). Finally, arm ampu-
tation is commonly accompanied by maintained sensation of the miss-
ing hand (phantom sensations). We have previously reported that
chronic phantom pain is associated with preserved structure and func-
tion in the missing hand cortex (Makin et al., 2013b). This is consistent
with current research demonstrating that both painful and non-painful
phantom sensations are driven by ectopic ﬁring from the injured prima-
ry afferents (Vaso et al., 2014). This increased peripheral input will be
reﬂected in a change of the net signal speciﬁcally within the missing
hand's cortex, therefore resulting in decoupling of this region from the
rest of the sensorimotor network. It is likely that sensory deprivation,
adaptive plasticity and increased aberrant input all contribute to the ob-
served reduction in coupling between the missing hand cortex and the
sensorimotor network.
As indicated by our backward regression model, the observed
decrease in sensorimotor coupling may be a primary driver of the
increased association of the missing hand's territory with the DMN.
Given that phantom sensations are isolated from other sensory experi-
ences relevant for motor control of the hand, and given that phantomsensations are largely prevalent in amputees, the phenomenon of
increased peripheral aberrant inputs might potentially contribute not
only to the observed detachment from the sensorimotor network,
but also the related association with the DMN. Indeed, the analysis
approach taken here (dual regression) is designed to identify network
speciﬁcity, and as such the increased connectivity of the missing hand
cortex was speciﬁc to the DMN (see Fig. 3 and Figs. S1–S2 for comple-
mentary results). We therefore suggest that the coupling with the
DMN was not merely a passive consequence of decoupling from the
sensorimotor network. We had originally predicted increased coupling
between the missing hand cortex and the DMN because of the involve-
ment of DMN regions in internalmodes, and the prevalence of phantom
sensations in amputees.Moreover, greater connectivitywith andwithin
the DMN has previously been linked with chronic pain in other pain
conditions (Baliki et al., 2008, 2014; Bolwerk et al., 2013; Napadow
et al., 2010). As we did not identify a clear statistical relationship
between increased coupling with the DMN and chronic pain (as well
as a range of other phantom sensations, Table S2), we cannot conﬁrm
our prediction. However, our backward regression analysis suggests
that chronic phantom pain may support the emerging association
with the DMN. Further research is required in order to test these predic-
tions directly.
Alternatively, it is also possible that the selective coupling of the
missing hand cortexwith the DMNwas further facilitated by the resting
state set-up used here (i.e. participants are not engaged with external
stimuli, but are asked to keep awake)— a contextwhichmay particular-
ly activate the DMN, as participants engage in internal modes of
cognition (Buckner et al., 2013). Due to the decoupling from the senso-
rimotor network, themissing hand cortex in amputeesmay be available
to couple with a range of networks, and may show preferential
functional connectivity with whichever networks are currently most
active. Given that activation in the DMN is selectively increased during
rest, this may result in apparently selective coupling with the DMN,
but in fact be driven by context.
To conclude, we demonstrate that despite the apparently preserved
representation of the missing hand, arm amputation cascades cortical
reorganisation atmultiple scales, within and beyond the scope of the sen-
sorimotor network. Over the past two decades, local remapping has been
considered a promising target for neurorehabilitation (Ramachandran
and Altschuler, 2009), as it has been thought to drive chronic pain
(Flor et al., 1995; Gustin et al., 2012). Yet, how local remapping can trigger
such a complex perceptual experience remains unclear. By revealing a
relationship between sensorimotor plasticity and coupling with the
DMN, our results shed new light on this important issue. Further study
of the adaptive and maladaptive behavioural correlates of network-level
reorganisation may therefore bear clinical potential.
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